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Corridor Information
Road:
Limits:
Centerline Miles:
Name:
Location:
Designation:

State Road 17 (Scenic Highway)
US 27 to US 17/92
38.7
The Ridge Scenic Highway
Polk County
February 2005

CME Contact Information
Full Name: Mimi Reid-Hardman
Address:
Lake Wales Depot Museum & Cultural Center
325 South Scenic Highway
City:
Lake Wales
State:
Florida
Zip:
33853
Phone:
(863) 676-2457 or (863) 676-5160
Fax:
(863) 678-4299
E-mail:
lakewalesdepot@gmail.com

Corridor Conditions
1. Discuss the condition of the intrinsic resources and any changes in the
corridor since designation. If necessary, provide photographs or other
graphical representation of the resources by emailing them to
Floridascenichighways@gmail.com.






Bok Tower Gardens has completed a trail extension of the Pine Ridge Trail
through recently acquired property to Burns Avenue, and it’s now open to the
public. (See photograph in Appendix A)
Green Horizon Trust and the Dundee Town Commission came together to open
the Barbara B. Pedersen Wildlife Preserve along Lake Annie. The Preserve
features more than a mile of cleared hiking trails, picnic areas, educational signs
and an abundance of beautiful Florida landscape.
The Lake of the Hills has benefited greatly from the new turn lane installed on the
Ridge Scenic Highway southbound at the intersection with Mountain Lake Cut-off
Road, improving safety at this intersection.
With funding provided through the Florida Division of Forestry, the Town of
Dundee completed major landscaping improvements along Scenic Highway
through downtown Dundee (see Appendix A for photographs).
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2. What, if any, intrinsic resources have been degraded or altered?
None have been identified at this time.
3. Identify and discuss enhancement projects that have been initiated or
completed.
The projects listed below are scheduled for construction in the Ridge Scenic Highway
Corridor within the next five years by the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT). Many
of these projects are based on the CME’s Corridor Management Plan or the Ridge Scenic
Highway Bicycle/Pedestrian Master Plan that was prepared in 2009. See Appendix A
Corridor Maps for the location of these projects along the Ridge Scenic Highway.
Road Improvements





Project RSH-1: Over $3M intersection and signalization improvements on SR 17 at
Mountain Lake Cutoff Road in Lake Wales. This project was completed in November
2012 and includes turn lane additions, shoulder and drainage improvements, guard rail
and signalization.
Project RSH-2: Intersection improvements have been scheduled for east side of the SR
17 at CR 544 intersection. These improvements will be done at the same time FDOT will
be resurfacing SR 17 from SR 544 to US 17/92.
Project RSH-3: The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) has programmed the
design and construction in FY 2014/15 of a Roundabout at the intersection of SR 17
and CR 17A (Hunt Brothers Road) in Lake Wales. (See news article in Appendix B)

Sidewalk and Bicycle Lane Projects







Project RSH-4: Sidewalk Construction – $144,025 is programmed for construction in FY
2012/13 along SR 17 from F Street to I Street in Frostproof.
Project RSH-5: Sidewalk and Bicycle Lane Construction – Construction of sidewalk and
bicycle facilities in conjunction with a resurfacing project along SR 17 in Lake Wales.
Project RSH-6: Sidewalk and Bicycle Lane Construction – Over $100,000 of Bike/Ped
improvements have been constructed in conjunction with a resurfacing project along SR
17 in Lake-of-the-Hills between Lake Starr Avenue to Waverly Road. This project is
nearly complete.
Project RSH-7: Sidewalk and Lighting Enhancements – Will be constructed along SR 17
between SR 544 and US 17/92 in Haines City. These improvements coincide with a
resurfacing project in FY 2012/13.
Project RSH-8: Streetscaping – on 6th Street from Hinson Avenue to Wood Avenue in
Haines City. Over $1.6M has been allocated for this project in FY 2014/15.

Multi-Use Trail Projects


Project RSH-9: Haines City Trail (Phase I and II), between Downtown and SR 17 has been
programmed for $817,000 in FY 2013/14.
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4. Describe plans for future development in the corridor and how this issue will
be addressed.
Polk County – Polk County Board of County Commissioners adopted development
regulations for the Ridge Scenic Highway area in February 2012. These regulations
established scenic view conservation incentives, enabled planned development
densities using density incentives in place of a public hearing, modified the list of
permitted and conditional uses, and established unique development regulations.
Polk County staff has been reaching out to the local jurisdictions to educate and
provide guidance in this area. Staff has proposed that the local towns and cities
along the Ridge Scenic Highway offer conservation incentives to potential
developers along the corridor to help preserve the character.
Haines City – As part of the new Downtown Redevelopment Plan an Urban Bike
Trail system is proposed (See Appendix A). The intent of this system is to tie several
projects that have been recently approved into a comprehensive system of trails that
will eventfully interconnect with Haines City and ultimately reach out to other
communities.
The Southeast Polk Selected Area Study was initiated in 2009 by Polk County. The
study area includes Babson Park south to Frostproof east of Crooked Lake. The
process includes three stages: (1) Existing Conditions Profile (completed), 2) Vision
Plan (completed), and 3) Land Use Plan/Policy development and implementation
(on-going). To obtain additional information on this study please visit:
http://www.polkcounty.net/subpage.aspx?menu_id=286&nav=bus&id=1276#Southeast_SAS.
5. Mention how effective the goals, objectives and strategies have been in
accomplishing the Corridor Vision.
The goals, objectives and strategies contained in the CME’s 2010 Corridor
Management Plan Update were used to guide in the CME’s efforts to implement the
Action Plan. Many of the Action Plan items have been completed or initiated by the
CME and local governments.
6. Which goals and objectives have been met thus far and how were they
accomplished?
Since designation, the CME has completed and/or started to implement the following
goals through their annual action plan.
This year’s action plan includes the following (check marks = completed):
Organization:
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 Develop a list of Priorities to be adopted at the Annual Meeting.
 These Priorities should be consistent with the CME’s Adopted
 Action Plan and Annual Reports.
 Develop Active Committees to help implement Action Plan Priorities
 Prepare and submit an Annual Report to the FDOT
 Maintain Active membership
 Tax Exempt Status
 Seek grants for events/organization/other items
Education/Awareness/Community Participation:
 Develop a Corridor Brochure-Seek Sponsorship
 Speakers Bureau - Local Gov. and Community Group Presentations
 Media Coverage/Press Releases
 Website Enhancement
 Enhance Member and Public Participation
 Start to Plan for a Scenic Highway Event -Citrus, History, Environmental
Theme
 Public Events: trail, bike, triathlon, yard sale
 Create Planners Forum
 Work with travel agencies to promote The Ridge Scenic Highway
Scenic Highway Enhancement/Protection:
 Support County Focus Group Efforts for County Comp. Plan/LDC Regulations
 Encourage/Support City Adoption of similar Regulations
 Encourage and support Grants that are consistent with the CME’s Action Plan
 Seek and support protection/Enhancement of key resources of the Scenic
Highway (Prominent View Points, Windy Hill, Lake Wales Trail & Trailhead
Interpretive Center, Chalet Suzanne, Historic Downtowns)
 Participate in Keep Polk County Beautiful
 Participate in Adopt-A-Highway
7. Which goals (unlikely in the first year), objectives and strategies have been or
need to be modified in order to attain the Corridor Vision?
There are no goals that need to be modified since updating the Corridor
Management Plan in 2010.
8. What new ordinances, policies and/or regulations have been issued as a result
of the scenic highway?
See Question 4 under Polk County.
9. Are there proposed ordinances/regulations that may aid goals?
See Question 4 under Polk County.
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Public Participation Program
10. Discuss the effectiveness of the Community Participation Program to date.
The CME has been active in engaging local governments and increasing public
awareness. The CME schedules board meetings at a different location every three
months and provides opportunity for the public to comment on the CME’s plans and
programs. The group is covered by the local newspapers which have published
several articles about the efforts of the CME. See Appendix B for a few copies of
articles.
The CME has been challenged in the area of participation in CME Board meetings.
The quorum requirement originally recorded for the CME to conduct business is
quite high which precipitates the need for review and perhaps amendment to meet
the needs of the CME for the upcoming year.
The CME officially released their website (www.ridgescenichighway.com) on June
13, 2011. The website features the story of the Scenic Highway and the surrounding
resources, events calendar, board and committee meeting agendas and notes,
photos and videos, local resources and links to surrounding business and places to
visit as well as the CME Board contact information. Since the release of the website
there have been over 10,600 hits.
The fifth annual “39-Mile Scenic Highway Yard Sale” was held on November 3,
2012, and was a great success. The CME estimates about 5,000 people
participated in this event. The goal is to provide local awareness of the Ridge
Scenic Highway as a resource for promoting economic tourism in the small unique
towns and larger city centers along the Ridge Scenic Highway.
The CME asked for a monetary contribution from the proceeds of each yard sale.
The event was widely attended and visitors had a lot of compliments on how well it
was organized and the scenic views along the highway. This year was the second
year of selling the 39-Mile Scenic Highway Yard Sale t-shirts.
11. Provide a synopsis of major issues discussed at public meetings held in the
past year and elaborate on any critical issues that have arisen during these
forums and how they were dealt with or will be addressed.
Board meetings are held quarterly and while the meetings are open to the public we
only had a few members of the “public” attend the meetings.

Funding
12. Describe corridor funding needs, acquisitions and expenditures.
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The CME has been able to carry out the administration activities (meeting locations,
public notices, meeting materials, copies, postage, etc.) without a budget as these
items have been provided through in-kind services by the Polk TPO. The group has
been able to utilize volunteerism and other in-kind services from its members to its
advantage. The CME does have a Treasury which is comprised of proceeds from
the Annual Yard Sale. The CME Treasurer’s Report reflected a bank balance of
$1,840.83 as of December 10, 2012.
In implementing the Action Plan, the CME will continue to research grant
opportunities. Grants that require a local match may not be feasible in the short
term due to the current fiscal situation in many of the municipalities/jurisdictions that
comprise the CME. The CME would appreciate advisement and assistance from
the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) in determining appropriate
sources for funding enhancements referenced in the Action Plan.
13. Has funding been a problem?
Yes. It seems that most of the grants that are available require local matching
funds. Based on the actions taken by the Florida Legislature and Governor earlier
this year, the climate is poor for matching local government funds, because they had
to cut funding to meet their budget needs. As mentioned earlier, the CME would like
to study further some of the items contained in the action plan, but the lack of local
funding has hindered their ability to do so.
14. If so, how will the CME attempt to resolve this issue?
Additional guidance is needed from the FDOT. Particularly for funding and grants
that do not require a local match. Without a dedicated funding source, the CME and
many of the Action Plan items (particularly construction items) are subject to grant
availability and local governments willing to support (contribute funding). The CME
will continue to be an advocate for the corridor and promote the projects that support
the vision, goals and objectives of the Scenic Highway.
15. Are funding sources being pursued?
Yes. The City of Haines City submitted an application for a Bikes Belong Grant.
The $10,000 grant will be used to develop a plan and design based on the Urban
Bike Trail as mentioned in number 4 above.
The City of Dundee received a $153,400 ($306,800 total, 50/50 match) Florida
Department of Environmental Protection Recreational Trails Grant Program in 2012.
The application includes potential future linkages with the proposed trail and the
proposed Ridge Scenic Highway Trail. Funding has not been received as of yet due
to the project proposal undergoing environmental review for sand skinks.
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16. If so, when does the CME anticipate receiving them?
As stated above, the CME is not the grant applicant in either case.
17. How will the funding be used?
See question 15.

Measuring Success
18. Please identify any intrinsic resources along your Scenic Highway corridor
that have experienced impacts or benefits since your previous Annual Report?
(List resource name and impact/benefit)
Historical Resources
 There have not been any additional historical resources added to the corridor
since the 2010 Corridor Management Plan Update.
Cultural Resources
 There have not been any additional cultural resources added to the corridor
since the 2010 Corridor Management Plan Update.
Recreational Resources
 Green Horizon Trust and the Dundee Town Commission, came together to
open the Barbara B. Pedersen Wildlife Preserve along Lake Annie. The Town
of Dundee agreed to donate two picnic tables and two benches for the
preserve entrance which will be known as the Town of Dundee Doorway to
the Ridge, and to provide regular trail maintenance. The Preserve features
more than a mile of cleared hiking trails, picnic areas, educational signs and
an abundance of beautiful Florida Landscape.
 Bok Tower Gardens has completed a trail extension of the Pine Ridge Trail
through recently acquired property to Burns Avenue, and it’s now open to the
public. (See photograph in Appendix A)
Lake Access:
 The County completed a new park in the Babson Park area called Welling
Park. The park is located along the shores of Lake Easy. The park includes
an improved boat launch, parking area, and picnic tables.
Natural Resources
 The Audubon Center for Birds of Prey located in Babson Park released the
450th Bald Eagle into the wild.
October 1, 2013
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Scenic Resources/Vistas
 There have not been any additional scenic resources/vistas added to the
corridor since the 2010 Corridor Management Plan Update.
19. What Marketing events have taken place since the last annual report?
The Ridge Scenic Highway CME attended Pioneer Days in the City of Lake Wales
and passed out event flyers for the 2012 39 Mile Yard Sale. The CME also
maintains the website at www.ridgescenichighway.com.
The CME is also involved in planning efforts for the upcoming Centennial
Celebration in Lake of the Hills, which will take place October 17, 2013 through May
15, 2014. The keynote open house is scheduled for January 18, 2014 at the Lake of
the Hills Clubhouse with several guest speakers from the Community. This event
will help introduce 200 to 300 guests to the beautiful vistas along the Ridge Scenic
Highway.
20. Lodging Facilities: How many lodging facilities are along your corridor?


10-24

21. What is the most common type of lodging facility (hotel, motel, bed and
breakfast, etc…) along your corridor?


Hotel, Motel, and Bed and Breakfasts

22. Restaurants: What type (fast food, casual family dining, gourmet, diner, etc.)
of restaurants are generally found along your corridor? Has designation
affected the amount or type of restaurants along the corridor?
We have several restaurants along the corridor. Most are casual family dining, with
a few fast food restaurants. At this time, it does not appear the amount or type of
restaurants along the corridor has been affected by the designation.
23. Chambers of Commerce: Please list every Chamber of Commerce on your
corridor (Name, Address, City, Zip, Contact and Phone)






Haines City Northeast Polk County Regional Chamber of Commerce
35610 U.S. 27, Haines City, FL 33845
Edee Feliciano
863.422.3751
Dundee Area Chamber of Commerce
310 Main Street, Dundee, FL 33838
863.439.3261
Lake Wales Area Chamber of Commerce
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340 W. Central Avenue, Lake Wales, FL 33859
Jim Bell
863.676.3445
Frostproof Chamber of Commerce
15 East Wall Street, Frostproof, FL 33843
Sandra Schulz
863.635.9112

24. Private Development: Has scenic highway designation had an effect on private
development along your corridor? If so, how?
There has not been an increase in private investment in new development along the
corridor. We have seen several businesses put on new paint, install new
landscaping, and clean up their properties. One example of this was the cleanup
efforts in the Lake of the Hills area with removal of three dilapidated structures and
replaced with natural trees, shrubs, and grasses to enhance the corridor.
There has been a noticeable increase in the number of new orange groves, peach
orchids and pine tree farms being planted along the corridor.
25. Demographic Changes: Have demographic changes taken place since your
last annual report?
There has not been a discernible difference in the areas demographics over the past
year.
26. Property Value Changes: Have property values been affected since your last
annual report?
Property taxes have remained static in this corridor as well as Polk County.
27. Tourist: Has there been a change in the number of tourist since your last
annual report?
Once again, this year’s events brought many tourists to experience the beauty of the
Ridge Scenic Highway.
The City of Haines City hosted the Florida Ironman 70.3 Triathlon for the second
year. The Ironman 70.3 event is a half-Ironman triathlon with 1.2 mile swim in Lake
Eva, a 56 mile bike course throughout east Polk County as well as the Ridge Scenic
Highway and a scenic 13.1 mile run course around Lake Eva and through the Lake
Eva Park. Competitors from 41 states and from countries as far away as Germany
and Argentina participate in the triathlon. This event was moved from Disney World
to the City of Haines City because Disney World could no longer accommodate the
event, starting in 2012 and returning for the next four years.
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Over 900 cyclists enjoyed the scenic roadways during Bike Florida’s 2013 Spring
Tour titled the Orange Blossom Express, which took place March 23-29, 2013. One
of the main goals of the Spring Tour was to educate cyclists on the history of the
region and provide opportunities for participants to explore the local communities.
Riders set their own schedule and pace which allowed them to truly enjoy the local
culture offered along the Ridge Scenic Highway.
This year was the sixth annual “Scenic 17 Sprint Triathlon” held at Webber
International University on July 29, 2013. Hawk Racing and Webber International
University coordinated the event. This event has brought people from all over the
state to recreate on the Scenic Highway and has brought notoriety to the efforts to
preserve and enhance the recreation and aesthetic amenities of the highway. The
Scenic Highway logo was again featured on the application. Many of the athletes
said this was one of the most beautiful and most difficult courses they have
competed in. The event had over 150 competitors. This event also includes a Youth
Sprint Race which had over twenty competitors last year.
The corridor continues to be a popular “scenic” alternative to US 27, especially for
motorcyclists and bicycle groups (20-50 riders at times). These groups can be found
along the corridor every weekend. See Appendix A for the Everglades Bicycle Group
traveling along SR 17- The Ridge Scenic Highway. We would like to believe that
these special events attract visitors throughout the year.
While the Ridge Scenic Highway seems to be attracting several large events and
tourists, traffic volumes continue to decline along the corridor. Based on information
obtained from FDOT, traffic volumes have decreased by as much as 25 percent
since 2006. To a large extent this reduction can be contributed to the struggling
economy. Also, nearby US 27 was widening from 4 to 6-lanes several years ago
between State Road 60 and Interstate 4 and is attracting more traffic. Appendix A
includes a map that depicts the traffic volumes on the Ridge Scenic Highway
between 2006 and 2012.

Local Government Comprehensive Plan Relationship
28. Discuss how effective the integration of the CMP into the Local Government
Comprehensive Plan(s) has been.
At this point, not all of the local governments have incorporated the CMP into the
comprehensive plans. As mentioned in previous annual reports, the County has
standard policies in their comprehensive plan and Land Development Code
regarding the Scenic Highway. Polk County staff is currently reaching out to the local
jurisdictions to educate and provide guidance in this area of planning. Most
jurisdictions will be adopting policies similar to the County’s in the coming years.
29. Discuss any actions that are underway or are needed to maintain consistency
with the Local Government Comprehensive Plan(s) and other plans.
October 1, 2013
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See Question 4 under Polk County.

Miscellaneous
30. Describe any problems that have arisen regarding the corridor.
High speed is still an issue along the corridor. Members of the CME are concerned
over the safety of the bicycle, motorcycle, pedestrians, and other type of users of the
roadway.
31. Describe present and future actions to resolve these issues.
The FDOT has completed several multimodal and safety improvements along the
corridor. Many of these projects are consistent with the Bike/Ped Master Plan
prepared by FDOT for the Ridge Scenic Highway. Appendix B includes several
photographs of recently completed projects in Lake-of-the-Hills and in Frostproof.
Additional projects are planned by FDOT, including a round-about at CR 17B (Hunt
Brothers Road) and State Road 17. FDOT has stated the round-about, one of the
first ones in Polk County, will improve traffic flow and reduce crashes at this
intersection. More details regarding the transportation projects currently planned by
FDOT along the Ridge Scenic Highway are discussed in Question 3.
32. How has the CME been managed and organized?
The CME has held regular quarterly meetings since last year. In general,
participation has been consistent with a few members; however, we have not been
able to fill the vacant positions for our At-Large positions. Participation has been a
challenge to conduct business of the CME due to the quorum requirements. The
Bylaws will be reviewed and most likely revised to help alleviate this issue for future
meetings. Notice of the meetings is distributed one week prior to the meeting.
Meeting materials are posted on the website at www.ridgescenichighway.com.
The CME has a committee for the 39-Mile Scenic Highway Yard Sale. The
committee comes together in April of each year and meets monthly to discuss the
details of the event. The committee has been very successful in getting several
official locations and obtaining sponsors for this annual event.
33. Describe how partnering and coordination efforts have worked.
There is excellent coordination on the CME. The CME and its members work very
closely with the local governments and the FDOT in implementing the Action Plan
items. The CME has been able to carry out all of these activities without a
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budget. The group has been able to utilize volunteerism and other in-kind services
from its members to its advantage.
The CME has partnered with the following groups:



Polk County Text Change Focus Group – creation of development standards
along the corridor
Local Chambers of Commerce, Main Street Directors, and Churches –
Annual 39-Mile Scenic Highway Yard Sale event

34. Provide discussion of any other issues the CME feels are relevant to the
corridor’s success.
The CME does very well with working with the communities. The more people come
to visit our corridor, the greater success we continue to have.
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Figure 1. Pine Ridge Trail Extension – Bok Tower

Figure 2. Educational Signage along Pine Ridge Trail Extension
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Figure 3. View of Iron Mountain – Bok Tower

Figure 4. Everglades Bicycle Group riding along SR 17
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Figure 5. MS150 Spring Citrus Bike Tour

Figure 6. MS150 Spring Bike Tour
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Figure 7. Completed Intersection Improvements – Scenic Highway
and Mountain Lake Cutoff Road

Figure 8. Completed Project – Sidewalk and Bike Lanes – Lake of the Hills
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Figure 9. Sidewalk Improvements – Frostproof

Figure 10. Landscaping Improvements – Dundee
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Figure 11. Landscaping Improvements – Dundee

Figure 12. Landscaping Improvements - Dundee
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Highway to Get New Surface and an Upgrade
By Mary Hurst
THE REPORTER
Published: Thursday, March 24, 2011 at 11:04 a.m.

HAINES CITY | The City Commission has voted
to approve a Florida Department of Transportation plan to reconstruct and resurface
State Road 17 (Scenic Highway) from County Road 544 to U.S. 17/92 (Hinson
Avenue) in Haines City.
The alternative chosen will include complete reconstruction of that portion of road
and will include a bike path on the east side and sidewalks on the west side, with a
medians to allow landscaping and beautification of the roadway.
The city will have to pay for any upgrade of street lighting and will have to maintain
the medians.
FDOT hopes to begin the project in September or October. Construction will take
about a year.
Copyright © 2013 TheLedger.com — All rights reserved. Restricted use only.

http://www.theledger.com/article/20110324/reporter/110329738?template=printpicart
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Rural Roundabouts: Circles Planned North of
Polk City and in Lake Wales
By Tom Palmer
THE LEDGER
Published: Thursday, January 24, 2013 at 11:55 p.m.

POLK CITY | A rural crossroad in the Green
Swamp north of Polk City will look more like an urban intersection in a couple years.
So will one in the Lake Wales suburbs.
Florida Department of Transportation officials are proposing to install a roundabout
at State Road 33 and Deen Still Road north of Polk City.
A second roundabout is planned at Hunt Brothers Road and State Road 17 between
Lake Wales and Highland Park.
Yes, a roundabout, one of those traffic circles motorists occasionally encounter at
downtown intersections to slow traffic and to encourage pedestrians.
These rural roundabouts will be just about vehicles.
"This project is in response to safety concerns,'' said Florida Department of
Transportation spokeswoman Debbie Tower.
She said roundabouts reduce traffic conflicts and in the long run are cheaper to
operate than traffic lights.
They're also an alternative when installation of a traffic light isn't warranted by the
traffic volume, which is the case here, she said.
Roundabouts also slow traffic for shorter periods than a traffic light or a four-way
stop would, transportation officials say.
The price tag for engineering and construction for the Deen Still Road roundabout is
$966,052, according to DOT's draft of a five-year work plan.
The work is scheduled to occur by 2015.
The Deen Still-S.R. 33 intersection has certainly had its share of crashes.
Tower said there were 22 crashes – three of them fatal — between January 2007 and
June 2011.
Another fatal crash occurred in July.
Kathy Delp works at City Hall in Polk City and drives through the intersection twice a
day.
"It is dangerous; for some reason people just don't stop," she said.
She was surprised to hear about plans for a roundabout as the solution.
"I suppose anything they do out there is better than nothing," she said.
Tower said the roundabout's design will have to accommodate truck traffic, which
makes up about a quarter of the 5,800 vehicles a day that use that stretch of State
Road 33.
The section of S.R. 33 between Polk City and Groveland is well-known as a highspeed traffic corridor.
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In addition, traffic speeds have increased in recent years on Deen Still Road, which
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was once an unpaved country road and is now a paved road that offers a shortcut
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across northern Polk County for some motorists.
The Hunt Brothers-S.R. 17 intersection has had traffic safety problems of its own.
According to Cindy LeMay in Polk County Traffic Operations, there have been 19
crashes — one of them fatal — in the past five years.
Traffic on this section of S.R. 17 averages 6,600 vehicles a day.
That intersection now has a flashing caution light for through traffic on S.R. 17 and a
flashing red light for Hunt Brothers Road traffic.
Blair Updike, deputy clerk in nearby Highland Park who has expressed concerns
about the intersection's safety, said DOT's proposal has merit.
"I think it's a better idea than a traffic light," she said, explaining topography limits
sight distance to the intersection anyway.
The Lake Wales roundabout will cost $1 million and is also scheduled to be built in
2015.
The Federal Highway Administration is a big supporter of roundabouts.
According to the agency's website, roundabouts improve safety by reducing speed,
which gives motorists more time to react and reduces the amount of damage if a
crash occurs.
The agency, like DOT, also says roundabouts eliminate the need to pay for
maintenance and utility costs that a traffic signal would require.
[ Tom Palmer can be reached at tom.palmer@theledger.com or 863-802-7535. Read
more views on the environment at http://environment.blogs.theledger.com and
more views on county government at http://county.blogs.theledger.com/. Follow on
Twitter @LedgerTom. ]
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Bok Gardens Nature Trail Opens Onto Pine
Land Preserve
By Greg Parlier
Ledger Media Group Correspondent
Published: Saturday, March 2, 2013 at 4:01 a.m.

LAKE WALES | Nestled among citrus and pine,
a new preserve trail at Bok Tower Gardens
provides a portal to a landscape rich in serene
nature.
The 1.5-mile trail winds through part of 260
acres of open lands surrounding Bok Tower
Gardens preserved by the Green Horizon Land
Trust.
"The open agriculture and pine lands around
Bok Tower Gardens are important to preserving
the historic design and beauty of the garden laid
out by Fredrick Law Olmsted Jr.," David Price,
president of Bok Tower Gardens, said during

Price

the trail's dedication ceremony Friday.
The Florida Community Trust awarded a $2.5 million grant to the Green Horizon
Land Trust, an environmental preservation organization focused on the Lake Wales
Ridge and surrounding areas, to preserve the land as "vistas critically important to
the historic design of the Gardens."
"If you look out from the gardens, some of the beauty of the landscape is the open
groves and fields," Price said. "The other thing is we have a lot of wildlife, and the
open land is a wildlife corridor. If you have homes and fences and dogs and cats it
would impact the wildlife."
During the development boom of the early 2000s, there was a movement to alter the
covenant signed by owners of the land surrounding Bok Tower Gardens to potentially
open up some of the land for development.
That's when the Gardens began looking in to ownership as a way to preserve the
scenic vistas its visitors had enjoyed for decades, Price said.
The Green Horizon Land Trust stepped in to buy the land, and partnered with Bok
Tower Gardens to maintain the land.
In the agreement, Bok Tower will restore 156 of the 260 acres of former agricultural
land to longleaf pine forest. Some of the preserve will remain in citrus production,
and the rest of the land is in its native natural state.
Two picnic shelters are on the preserve, one at the trail head near the entrance to the
Gardens and the other at Lake Wales High School overlooking the Preserve and Bok
Tower, where faculty can conduct classes in a unique outdoor setting.
Ten signs along the trail, which ends at Bok Tower Gardens' visitors center, tell about
the natural history of the preserve and the Lake Wales Ridge.
The Florida Wildflower Foundation provided a $3,000 grant to the project for the
planting of thousands of native wildflowers along the trail, and Mosaic Corporation
provided the rock trail, rich in fossils from its phosphate mines.
Additionally, 71 volunteers from the Ridge Rangers, a group focused on helping
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wildflowers and native grasses on a 1-acre area surrounding the Preserve's picnic
shelter and trailhead.
"Without the support of these dedicated volunteers, it would have been difficult to
complete such a large task," said Bok land steward Katrina Noland. "Not only were
these volunteers able to make a lasting impact on the environment, they also received
a firsthand education and experienced the nature of this threatened ecosystem."
CSX, the Vaughn-Jordan Foundation, the Florida Wildflower Advisory Council, Polk
County Parks and Natural Resources, the City of Lake Wales and the Lake Wales
Chamber of Commerce also contributed to the project.
Hikers may encounter numerous species of wildlife, including foxes, bobcats, gopher
tortoises, birds and raptors that make these open lands their home. Some of the
wildlife that lived in the Gardens has moved back into the Preserve, their native
habitat, since Bok began restoring the pine forest.
"Probably the biggest impact is the feeling and the mood, the ambiance of the place,"
Price said.
The public can access the trail as part of the admission price to Bok Tower Gardens
and part of the ticket price will go to maintenance and restoration of the Preserve.
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Town Helps Green Horizon Trust, Pedersen
Family Open Doorway to the Ridge
By CLIFFORD PARODY
LEDGER CORRESPONDENT
Published: Tuesday, July 24, 2012 at 9:29 p.m.

DUNDEE | The town's Doorway to the Ridge
may be open by October.
That is the goal of the Green Horizon Trust and
the Pedersen family who donated the 40 acres
of nearly pristine land two years ago.
The nonprofit conservation agency has raised

PAUL CRATE | LEDGER MEDIA GROUP

$19,000 of the $21,000 it needs to open what

JIM PEDERSEN and his daughter, Lisa

will be called the Barbara B. Pedersen Wildlife
Preserve.

Pedersen of Lake Wales, walk along his gravel
driveway that is adjacent to the 40-acre tract of
pine forest land along Lake Annie that he has
donated to the Green Horizon Land Trust.

To help with the project, Rachelle Selser, who is executive director of the Lake Walesbased private trust, went before the Dundee Town Commission on June 26.
Selser asked the town to donate two picnic tables and two benches for the preserve's
entrance, which will be known as the Town of Dundee Doorway to the Ridge, and to
provide regular trail maintenance, which consists of backpack herbicide control and
routine weed eating.
Because of all the work that already has gone into developing the preserve, the
commission agreed.
"I think the park will not only be beneficial for our residents, but could also draw
visitors from surrounding counties," said Dundee Town Manager Andy Stuart.
When it is complete, the preserve will feature more than a mile of cleared hiking
trails, picnic areas, educational signs, and an abundance of beautiful Florida
landscape.
Green Horizon and the Pedersen family are making plans to have a grand opening
that will include a Friend of the Parks Foundation Trek Ten Trails hike and a
geocache at Pedersen Preserve this winter.
The seeds for the project were planted by 84-year-old Jim Pedersen seven years ago.
He is a retired citrus grower, cattle rancher, real estate broker and firearms dealer
with a bachelor's degree in ecology.
He has lived on the land his entire life.
ON LAKE ANNIE
The 40-acre tract, valued at $1.5 million, has been in the Pedersen family since 1940.
The land has 35 acres of longleaf pine forest and 476 feet along the shores of Lake
Annie.
The site is home to many endangered plants and a variety of animals, including the
occasional bald eagle and deer.
"I've lived on the property since 1941," Jim Pedersen said recently. "As a child, I grew
up here. I love the wilderness."
He and his family decided to donate the tract on the Lake Wales Ridge, which runs
alongside Scenic Highway within the south city limits of Dundee.
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"I was looking for something to do with the property and it wasn't big enough for the
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them," Pedersen said.
"I couldn't see houses being built on the land, so we decided to give it to Green
Horizon so it could stay how it is forever," he said.
His daughter, Lisa Pedersen, who owns The Gallery & Frame Shop in Lake Wales,
supports the decision to donate the land.
"This is one of the last strips of the original longleaf pine in the area," she said. "We
want it to remain in its natural state so people can see what Florida used to look like
before the developers came through."
Jim Pedersen is proud of the fact that the preserve will be named after his mother,
Barbara.
"My folks, especially my mother, were always interested in wildlife," Pedersen said,
"and she kept this place pristine."
Although the property has been meticulously maintained by the Pedersen family for
more than 40 years, Green Horizon President Alex Wheeler said some restoration is
needed.
LONGLEAF PINES
During August and September 2004, Hurricanes Charley, Frances, and Jeanne
ripped through the region in rapid succession. The preserve lost many of its longleaf
pine trees, opening the area for more exotic, invasive species.
The property also contains a 5-acre citrus grove that Green Horizon plans to remove
and replace with longleaf pines.
"The challenge for Green Horizon is to seek contributions to remove these offending
species, restore areas with longleaf pine, and open the preserve for passive recreation
and environmental education," Wheeler said.
Even though the property was donated in January 2010, the project was able to get
off the ground only earlier this year thanks to a $12,000 grant from the Elizabeth
Ordway Dunn Foundation.
Green Horizon began the Barbara B. Pedersen Capital Campaign to raise the rest of
the $21,000 it needs.
To date, private donors have contributed another $7,000 bringing the total to
$19,000.
Keep up with their progress by checking out the Green Horizon Land Trust web site,
at greenhorizonfl.homestead.com.
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